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Famous the world over for the creative brilliance of his insights into the physical world, Nobel

Prize-winning physicist Richard Feynman also possessed an extraordinary talent for explaining

difficult concepts to the nonscientist. QED--the edited version of four lectures on quantum

electrodynamics that Feynman gave to the general public at UCLA as part of the Alix G. Mautner

Memorial Lecture series--is perhaps the best example of his ability to communicate both the

substance and the spirit of science to the layperson. The focus, as the title suggests, is quantum

electrodynamics (QED), the part of the quantum theory of fields that describes the interactions of

the quanta of the electromagnetic field-light, X rays, gamma rays--with matter and those of charged

particles with one another. By extending the formalism developed by Dirac in 1933, which related

quantum and classical descriptions of the motion of particles, Feynman revolutionized the quantum

mechanical understanding of the nature of particles and waves. And, by incorporating his own

readily visualizable formulation of quantum mechanics, Feynman created a diagrammatic version of

QED that made calculations much simpler and also provided visual insights into the mechanisms of

quantum electrodynamic processes.  In this book, using everyday language, spatial concepts,

visualizations, and his renowned "Feynman diagrams" instead of advanced mathematics, Feynman

successfully provides a definitive introduction to QED for a lay readership without any distortion of

the basic science. Characterized by Feynman's famously original clarity and humor, this popular

book on QED has not been equaled since its publication.
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"Physics Nobelist Feynman simply cannot help being original. In this quirky, fascinating book, he

explains to laymen the quantum theory of light, a theory to which he made decisive

contributions."--The New Yorker  "Feynman's lectures must have been marvelous and they have

been turned into an equally entrancing book, a vivid introduction to QED which is leavened and

enlivened by his wit. Anyone with a curiosity about physics today should buy it, not only to get to

grips with the deepest meaning of quantum theory but to possess a slice of history."--Pedro

Waloschek, Nature

In the introduction, it is suggested that you slowly reread paragraphs to be sure you understand

them. Good advice; QED is not something intuitively easy to understand, even though the

explanations are presented with a minimum number of formulas and scientific jargon.Another

reivewer pointed out that this book is good because it is short. I agree; even if you don't understand

it all on the first read, it isn't a major commitment to read it a second or third time.A good teacher

makes you feel smart and confident enough in your newly acquired knowledge to share it with

others. Even though I couldn't pass even a basic test on QED, I did learn several interesting things

about light that I can explain in casual conversation and even demonstrate. Share what you've

learned with your children. This is interesting enough that you might inspire him or her to become a

physicist.

A superb book for those interested in quantum physics; definitely NOT for those who have little or

no background in relativity or quantum concepts. These were edited versions of lectures that

Richard Feynman gave to those who had some physics background, but were not familiar with the

way that very small matter differs in behavior from the physics of large object (biggers than an

atom). I have read the book several times during the last 15 years, and am always amazed by Dr.

Feynman's discoveries, for which he won the Nobel prize.

This book makes QED understandable. It provides in-depth explanations of several electron-photon

interactions, and makes it seem easy. There is no serious math, so don't expect to be able to see

equations to explain the various phenomena, although Feynman hints at the math. However, this is

a great first book to understand the processes behind QED. I found it a quick read, although it pays



to reread some sections, to be sure you gain a full understanding.

In this age of new discoveries in fundamental physics he is sorely missed. The book is compelling

not because he is a great explainer but because he seems to fundamentally understand more

clearly. So he has no fear in describing the limits of theories or knowledge - many popularizers are

not true scientists and it is tricky for them to tell the difference between their own limits and the

actual limits of the theories. - to reveal that there is *no* physical intuition at the quantum level - just

laws. And we want those laws to be as elegant and simple and true to experiment as possible.

I was recommended this book by a good friend of mine who actually worked with Feynman as well

as Feynman's sister, also a brilliant scientist. It's short, terse, and brilliantly clear. Feynman must

have tried to explain quantum mechanics to an awful lot of people over his career - he certainly got

very good at it. Then, he wrote it down in this book. All the analogies are perfect and clear, all the

explanations are pithy but understandable. Feynman isn't trying to dazzle you with his knowledge -

he's trying to move knowledge from his brain to yours, and he succeeds.

This is truly an amazing book. Richard Feynman won the Nobel Prize, and this book is the transcript

of a series of lecture he gave at Cornell University. What makes it a real joy to read is that the

lectures were designed to explain the amazing theory of Quantum Electrodynamics to non-physics

majors. He is speaking to folks who do not have much, if any, math background. When he does get

into some math, he apologizes and explains what the reader needs to know.If you'd like to

understand what this man did that resulted in the Nobel Prize, then read this book. I'm not saying it

is a light read, but it is readable by folks other that graduate level physics majors.

Feyman was one of the greatest scientific minds of all times. Contrary to Stephen Hawking, who

claims in his books that quantum physics is complicated and only a few can understand, for

Feynman is not only simple but fun and anyone can access such knowledge. This book is a

revelation about the world of subatomic particles, accessible to all. Highly recommended.

This is an example of Richard Feynman at his most engaging and informative. Drawn from a series

of lectures, QED stands as an excellent introduction to the basic concepts of quantum

electrodynamics for the lay audience. Feynman brings this at-times daunting area of physics into

everyday experience for the non-researcher in a manner that is both enlightening and witty. For



those who only know Feynman from his memoir, "Surely You're Joking, Mr. Feynman," this book is

a real treat.
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